
FFT	Monthly	Summary:	September	2021
THE	306	MEDICAL	CENTRE
Code:	G85091

SECTION	1
CQRS	Reporting

CQRS	Reporting
FFT001 FFT002 FFT003 FFT004 FFT005 FFT006 FFT007 FFT008 FFT009 FFT010 FFT011 FFT012
28 8 5 4 3 0 0 0 0 48 0 0

SECTION	2
Report	Summary

Surveyed	Patients: 158
Responses: 48

Very	good Good
Neither
good	nor
poor

Poor Very	poor Don’t	know Total

SMS	-	Autopoll 28 8 5 4 3 0 48
SMS	-	User	Initiated
Tablet/App
Web/E-mail
Manual	Upload
Total 28 8 5 4 3 0 48
Total	(%) 58% 17% 10% 8% 6% 0% 100%

Summary	Scores

75% 15% 10%

NHS	Scoring	Guidance

Recent	guidance	issued	by	NHS	England	has	confirmed	the	move	away	from	the	‘Net	Promoter’	scoring	methodology	to	a	simpler	‘Percentage
Recommended’	and	‘Percentage	Not	Recommended’	method.

The	percentage	measures	are	calculated	as	follows:

Recommended	(%)	=
very	good	+	good

x	100
very	good	+	good	+	neither	+	poor	+	very	poor	+	don't	know

Not	Recommended	(%)	=
very	poor	+	poor

x	100
very	good	+	good	+	neither	+	poor	+	very	poor	+	don't	know

For	further	information	about	the	selection	of	the	scoring	method	please	see	the	NHS	FFT	Review	published	in	June	2014	here:

http://www.england.nhs.uk/ourwork/pe/fft/fft-test-review/

Notes: 1.	 The	CQRS	Reporting	table	scores	above	should	be	entered	directly	as	presented	into	the	CQRS	System.	For	further	information	please	contact	the
CQRS	service	desk	on	0800	440	2777	or	email	them	at	cqrsservicedesk@gdit.com.	Please	select	the	'Data	Submission'	tab	from	the	main	menu.



SECTION	3
Practice	Scoring

All	Practices

87% 87%

THE	306	MEDICAL	CENTRE

76% 74%

GenderAge
<	25 25	-	65 65+

All	Practices 81% 87% 90%
THE	306	MEDICAL	CENTRE 0% 79% 82%

Practice	Score:	'Recommended'	Rank

Your	Score: 75%
Percentile	Rank: 15TH

Practice	Score:	'Recommended'	Comparison

Practice	Score:	'Recommended'	Demographic	Analysis

Practice	Score:	Day	of	the	Week	Analysis

MidLower

0% 50% 100%

75%0% 100%
Low	Score High	Score

Notes: 1.	 Display	the	'Recommended'	score	and	percentile	for	current	reporting	month.
2.	 Score	calculated	as	per	NHS	requirements.	See	scoring	guidance	section.
3.	 Percentile	represents	how	your	'recommended'	score	compares	to	all	other	practices	managed	by	iPLATO.	Your	score	of	15th	percentile	means

your	practice	scored	above	15%	of	all	practices.
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Notes: 1.	 Practice	score	comparison	of	'recommended'	scores	only.

2.	 Score	calculated	as	per	NHS	requirements.	See	scoring	guidance	section.

Notes: 1.	 Scores	for	current	reporting	month.
2.	 Score	calculated	as	per	NHS	requirements.	See	scoring	guidance	section.
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Notes: 1.	 Practice	performance	by	Day	of	the	week.	Represents	actual	score	for	all	'days'	during	reporting	period.

2.	 Score	calculated	as	per	NHS	requirements.	See	scoring	guidance	section.



SECTION	4
Patient	Response	Analysis

Patient	Responses
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Notes: 1.	 Total	responses	historic	by	day.
2.	 Represents	actual	responses	received	from	all	methods.
3.	 Responses	classified	as	per	NHS	guidelines.	See	scoring	guidance	section.



Tag	Cloud
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SECTION	5
Patient	Free	Text	Comments:	Summary

Thematic
Reception	Experience 6
Arrangement	of	Appointment 9
Reference	to	Clinician 12

Patient	Free	Text	Comments:	Detail

Recommended

I	was	able	to	get	an	appointment	within	a	good	time	period.	The	doctor	called	me	on	time.	I	felt	listened	to	with	an	appropriate	outcome
Because	it	is	what	I	think
All	members	of	the	surgery	are	exemplary.	Who	are	you	representatives	of!!!?.	PLEASE	DON'T	CONTACT	ME	AGAIN!!
I	like	and	trust	my	Dr
Helpful	and	efficient	reception	and	excellent	nurse
Good	experience	the	people	who	deal	with	me	today
Excellent	GP,	gave	great	advice	and	didn't	take	too	long	either.
The	ongoing	care	for	multiple	health	complications,	excellent.
Helpful	and	easy
GP	was	direct	and	didn't	try	to	persuade	me	on	anything,	call	was	close	to	the	appointment	time
Because	the	service	is	always	professional	and	courteous.	the	appointments	Are	on	time	and	on	occasions	the	Doctors	have	gone	beyond	the	call	of	duty
t@uty	to	help	me	when	in	severe	pain/stress@tress
The	appointment	took	place	on	time	and	was	purposeful	and	efficient.
Great	staff	and	service
It	is	because	I	received	a	first	class	service	and	treatment.	I	was	highly	impressed	.
Doctor	called	and	phone	cut	off.	Called	back	and	discussion	was	sufficient.
Great	listening
The	treatment	was	fast	and	the	staff	was	friendly

Not	Recommended

I	think	that	face	to	face	appointments	are	necessary	for	diagnosis	and	they	don't	seem	to	be	an	option	at	the	surgery.	Sending	in	pictures	of	the	issue	i@sue
is	not	sufficient	and	if	most	places	are	now	open	as	usual,	I	don't	understand	why	doctors	surgeries	are	the	anomaly	@maly
I	booked	my	sons	vaccination	for	preschool	booster	and	specifically	asked	the	receptionist	if	it	was	fine	to	have	it	done	today	as	they	had	told	my
husba@husband	previously	my	son	had	to	be	3	years	and	4months	to	have	it	done	(which	would	have	been	the	19th	of	Sept).She	reassured	me	it	was	fine	as

long	as	it	w@	it	was	around	that	time.	I	stayed	home	from	work	today	and	kept	my	son	off	from	nursery.	I	am	8	months	pregnant	and	walked	all	the	way	to	the
surgery	to	hav@o	have	the	nurse	tell	me	she	was	not	allowed	to	give	my	son	his	vaccination!when	I	went	to	book	the	vaccination	again	with	the	receptionist
she	wasnt	even	su@en	sure	if	the	30th	would	have	been	ok.It	felt	so	very	unprofessional	and	was	a	complete	waste	of	my	time!They	had	to	give	me	a	call	half
an	hour	later	to	c@	to	confirm	the	30th	was	fine	and	withing	the	correct	time	frame	for	the	preschool	booster	vaccination	and	instead	left	a	very	confused
message	saying	that	th@at	there	were	no	spaces	available	for	the	vaccination	before	the	30th	and	so	would	have	to	keep	that	appointment.A	completely
unprofessional	response	to	this@	this	entire	situation!	Totally	dissatisfied	with	the	service	received	today!@oday!
Dr	was	supposed	to	call	12:30	appointment.	Dr	did	not	call	till	13:45,	therefore	missed	the	call.	I	had	to	phone	again	to	get	app.

Passive

Rude	receptionists.	I	have	been	told	the	wrong	appointment	time	in	the	past	and	missed	my	appointment	because	of	it
I	feel	the	surgery	should	be	fully	open	again	like	everything	else	is	as	the	staff	take	a	long	time	to	open	the	door	and	get	to	the	buzzer
Would	prefer	see	Dr	face	to	face
I	waited	1	hour	from	the	appointment	time	given	and	no	one	rang

Notes: 1.	 Thematic	analysis	for	current
reporting	month.

2.	 Thematic	analysis	covers	the	most
discussed	themes	by	analysing
sentence	fragements	and	is	not	an
exhaustive	analysis	of	all	talking
points.

3.	 Tag	cloud	is	rendered	using	the
most	used	present	participle	verbs,
gerund	verb,	adverbs	and
adjectives	where	the	word
frequency	is	reflected	in	text	size.

Notes: 1.	 Free	Text	Comment	received	for	current	reporting	month.
2.	 Classification	based	on	initial	response	to	Q1	rather	than	content	of	message.
3.	 Legend:	 	Consent	to	publish	comment	/	 	No	consent	to	publish	comment

*3

*4
*5

*6
*7

*2

*1

*1: We are sorry you feel that way. We are seeing F2F after clinical triage where necessary. We cannot keep our doors open like shops as you are suggesting, as we have patients 
      who attend who may be clinically vulnerable. You also need to be aware that we have a duty to keep our staff safe so we can provide a sustainable service.
*2: We are sorry you feel that way but factually you are being unfair to us. Whilst we cannot go into specifics we are aware that you insisted on this appointment for personal reasons. We understand that you have your child’s Red Book
     which clearly states childhood vaccination schedules and you were aware of this. We regret our reception staff are not clinicians and try their best to help but we also understand that we cannot meet all our patients expectations, 
     all of the time.
*3: We are so sorry for any inconvenience caused by the delay. These delays are usually not in our control as sometimes complex patients take up more time or a clinical emergency requires prioritising. We would hope that our patients
     would be understanding that the delays are not intentional but sometimes inevitable and our clinicians have to work longer hours as a result. 
*4: We are sorry to hear that but sometimes when we are busy we accept errors may occur. It is for this reason we send two appt reminders so we would have hoped you would have received these with your appt times.
*5: Please read the response *1 above. The delay responding to the door is explained by a sign at the door thanking you for being patient as staff may be dealing with a telephone call and would get to you as soon as possible. 
     Sadly it is very hard meeting patient expectations but we strive very hard to do so fairly.
*6: We do see patients F2F where clinically necessary but at the same time some of our patients prefer the convenience of a telephone appointment.
*7: We are sorry to hear this. We feel this is quite unusual as usually if we fail to get through we do send an sms to the patient. Would be happy to look into this with specifics, please contact us.




